
SOOTH CONSULTING

Sooth Consulting’s purpose is to work with business leaders to help their organisations
perform better. Working with individuals and teams we find solutions that fix their
operational challenges - whether that’s in sales, service or collections. The name ’sooth’
means truth, reality and fact. An old word, its meaning is as important today as ever - critical
elements in any valued relationship - whether that’s with your clients, your colleagues or your
customers. 

With over 25 years of expertise across sectors as diverse as telecoms, healthcare, media,
financial services and utilities we drive performance improvement in every element of the
customer operation.

Prior to setting up sooth consulting, owner Mark Adams was the customer service director for
a digital first consumer energy company - the first of its kind in Great Britain. From launch
this company offered digital only channels to its customers for sales, service and collections.
Offering online and app contact channels and no inbound phone contact it was a completely
different mindset that was needed to design, deliver and manage the operational teams -
especially taking into account managing vulnerability in any way it manifests itself.
 
This digital only approach worked for the business and its customers. Lower cost to serve
than almost every competitor, increased engagement and more flexibility for customers and
people. This delivered a Trustpilot score of 4.6* out of 5* and was award winning in both
customer service and collections. 

Sooth consulting specialises in knowing how to apply technology in the most effective ways
into operational teams - not just using technology for the sake of it. We know how to balance
digital experiences with human interactions to deliver great service, cultures and operational
efficiency - therefore we specialise in providing three interrelated services to our clients:

1. Designing operational strategies to deliver effective solutions - especially focused on
how to apply and deploy digital solutions to drive operational efficiency and better
outcomes

2. Building service cultures that drive ownership and delivery in a world where digital
channels offer greater flexibility and opportunities for improved ways of working.

3. Delivering performance improvement - whether that’s focused on hitting a specific
target or developing the overall performance or teams. If you’re a startup designing
your operational strategy or an established company wanting to change and develop
your strategy - especially if you’re considering shifting into a digital model - get in
touch with us to see how we could support you and your teams shift your approach.

To find out more about us or to get in contact with us visit our website:
https://www.soothconsulting.xyz/ 
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